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Marion Eleanor Zimmer Bradley (June 3, â€“ September 25, ) was an American author .. As Elfrieda or Elfrida Rivers,
she contributed at least to the underground newspaper The East Village Other, the neo-Pagan periodical Green.

Bradley wrote many Darkover novels by herself, but in her later years collaborated with other authors for
publication; her literary collaborators have continued the series since her death. When I found out the truth, I
was horrified, and I assisted the police in the investigation of the second set of charges that resulted in his
incarceration. Fate[ edit ] In The Shattered Chain there is a brief mention, or appeal, to the theme of fate. A
really fine short story is as memorable or more than any novel. One story, "The Jewel of Arwen" originally
published in a different form in the fanzine I Palantir 2, August , appeared in her professional anthology The
Best of Marion Zimmer Bradley , but was dropped from later reprints. Later on, Marion married a man by the
name of Walter H. Bradley also maintained a large family of writers at her home in Berkeley, California. The
last time, I was 12, and able to walk away â€¦ She was cruel and violent, as well as completely out of her mind
sexually. Brad didn't want to give her a divorce but she was persistent, so they agreed to part. She decided that
the issue of sexuality was too difficult to handle in the current milieu of science fiction. They officially
divorced on May 9, , the year Breen was arrested on child molestation charges after a year-old boy reported
that Breen had been molesting him for four years. In , she helped found and named the Society for Creative
Anachronism and was involved in developing several local groups, some in New York after her move to
Staten Island. MZB played a huge role in many of our careers, and it's not my intention to deny that, or to
deny how deeply many readers were touched â€” and in some cases saved â€” by MZB's work. I ask for your
understanding and patience with me for the time it has taken me to respond. Moore and Henry Kuttner ,
apparently when she was in her middle teens and realized that she would never be an opera singer. She
retained his name professionally. She played hooky from high school to spend days in the state library at
Albany, and nobody had the heart to turn her in. Although she particularly encouraged young female authors,
she was not averse to including stories from men in her anthologies. See also:. Bradley was editing the final
Sword and Sorceress manuscript until the week of her death. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:.
Unable to repair their ship and equally unable to make contact with Earth, the survivors establish a colony. It
was published by Ballantine Books in  They had a son, Patrick, and a daughter, Moira Evelyn Dorothy, named
after Marion's mother and after her closest friend in Albany fandom. She lent money to friends and paid her
employees generously. Marion started graduate school at UC Berkeley in , but never completed her Master's,
due to Walter's nervous breakdown. Both take place on Darkover, a planet that is home to a lost Terran Earth
colony. Smith , whom she admired. In particular Anodea Judith's "Bedtime Story" She also provided the
weakest story in the first Sword and Sorceress anthology, otherwise a collection much, much stronger than this
anthology. The last sentence of "Darkover Landfall" states, "But Earth knew nothing of them for 2, years.
Tolkien 's fictional world of Middle-earth , she wrote two short fanfic stories about Arwen and published them
in chapbook format. That's just a statement of fact based on personal knowledge, and is not meant to be a
response to these allegations," Galen told the Guardian. Bradley uses a standard "lost colony" trope: to
increase the available gene pool and maximize the chances of colonial survival, the colonists intermarry
extensively and produce as many children with as many different partners as possible.


